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Introduction

Ever since its creation, the role of the United Nations (UN) in world politics has been

debated. Different images, from instrument of the powerful to collective agency of and for

the weak, have been evoked to describe what this unique organization does and what it

stands for (Urquhart 2004; Archer 1983; Claude 1956). Arguably, more than seventy years

after its creation, these discussions, both in their theoretical and political dimensions,

still remain unsettled, leaving us with very different assumptions and potentially ‘three

different UNs’ (i.e. the intergovernmental, the official, and the non-governmental) (Weiss

et al. 2009). What has changed, though, is the organization’s active and rather successful

involvement in its own identity formation and agency projection through rhetoric, media

use, and ‘corporate branding’.1 As a consequence, the public UN imagery and political

commentaries today equally feature sham debates in the Security Council, where great

powers use their vetoes in cynical fashion, as well as UN Blue Berets delivering foreign

aid and disaster relief (see vignette image below). In other words, UN agencies and

secretariats, in their attempts to influence or even outright make world politics, have

been actively involved in creating an image of the organization that is more than just

a forum for its member states to interact with each other. More than ever, there is a

case for UN agency as the capacity to act independently and engage in their very own

world politics, either with or beyond member states, as often argued for by advocates of

international organization and global governance (Weiss et al. 2010).

Figure 1: Vignette Image: The @UN Twitter Handle

1 As an illustration of the UN’s branding efforts, consider among other items the UN Guidelines on the
Use of the UN Emblem.
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Arguably, with the advent of social media in general and Twitter as potentially a

new mode of transformative diplomacy in particular (Duncombe 2017) – described as

Twiplomacy recently receiving global attention in the infamous Little Rocketman episode

– these dynamics have reached a new stage. More specifically, within those channels,

the UN is currently exploring new avenues of identity formation and agency projection.

With more than 62,000 total tweets and 10 million followers, the UN’s primary account

alone makes it one of the most active global organizations on Twitter, for example.2

Furthermore, there are two UN channels on YouTube with more than 215.000 subscribers

together, thirteen official UN appearances on Facebook, and presences at Flickr, Google+,

Pinterest, Tumblr, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat, and Medium.3 We content that these

social media appearances can be seen as an extension of the debates referred to above in

a new medium. As such, ‘the UN’ in its social media representation cannot be reduced to

the actual UN handle. Rather, different agencies within the UN, member states and their

representatives, as well as non-governmental observers, private entities, and individuals

in their responses, likes, retweets, and hashtags are equally engaged in the process of

projecting the organization’s identity and agency. Thus, just like with the ‘real UN’, we

find the same three UNs in the social media realm, bringing together different overlapping

and interacting agencies, its members states and their representatives, as well as as those

who organize as global society within the UN.4 In theoretical terms, consequential as it

might be due to its global reach and realtime updates, the social media presence of the UN

and its identity formation and agency projection remains an empty signifier in the sense

that it remains a context of contested social interaction to be mapped and reconstructed

(Laclau 1996: 36-9).

Following Barbera/Zeitzoff (2017), we think of online political communication and

social media both as echo chambers of existing views as well as a constitutive outlet which

influences what people think and feel about a particular organization. Moreover, stories

shared condense towards collective narratives and thus determine not just the identity of

the UN but also its potential for agency and political change (Tilly 2002). Arguably, this is

established over a long period of time and includes social media communication in different

channels. Given its potential to effectively and quickly disseminate information, however

much reduced and potentially distorted in its 140 characters, and thereby generate social

2 See http://twiplomacy.com/organisation/un/un/, retrieved March 31, 2018.
3 See http://www.un.org/en/sections/about-website/un-social-media/index.html for the full list.
4 As will be shown below, despite countries investing heavily into their social media presence (Bar-

bera/Zeitzoff 2017), not every permanent mission to the UN has its own account (yet).
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action in particular through retweeting and hashtags (Denskus/Esser 2013: 410-1), in

our first preliminary study we focus specifically on the UN’s micro-blogging presence on

Twitter. More specifically, in the first section, we theorize the importance of narratives

and images in identity and agency projection. In the second section, we outline our

preliminary methodology for approaching and capturing the twittersphere of the UN.

In addition to discussing which twitter handles to follow, this includes also a preliminary

coding scheme to map nature, content, direction, and UN images expressed within tweets.

The third session then discusses some of the trends that follow from this exercise while

the conclusion outlines where we intend to take this project as we move forward.

Narratives, Agency, and Identity – Theorizing UN Twitter Projections

For Ringmar (1996: 75), “[a]ctors exist in stories and nowhere else”. To unpack this delib-

erately provocative statement, we need to consider the two dimensions in which narratives

relate to agency and identity. First, inward-looking and focused on the actor, narratives

provide meaningful connections between otherwise disparate and random events. This

causal emplotment through assembling events in context creates a sense of unfolding se-

quentiality that help organize one’s past and future actions. In this sense, narratives are

irreplaceable tools of individual sense- and ultimately world-making (Onuf 2013). Second,

outward-looking and in relation to other actors, narratives and the particular resonance

of some over others within in-groups provide distinction. Depending on the set of narra-

tives and their scale, they have the potential to “form a continuously present collectivity

of a particular stranding and identity” that out-groups can relate to (Suganami 1999:

379). Taken together, actors, collective entities, and the social structures and relations

they engage in are all products of the stories they tell and the stories told about them.

These stories exist independently and beyond the individual actor and yet are selectively

picked up and thereby reproduced and eventually over time modified as agency is enacted

(Meyer/Jepperson 2000). Framed not in rational but rather in constitutive terms, narra-

tives and the agentic moment they imply thus represent projections of individual actors

and collective entities in terms of their identity and agency as they interact with each

others (Somers/Gibson 1994: 41-51).

At the core of such claims obviously lies an anti-foundational, non-essentialist on-

tology of human identity and agency. According to such, there is no substance that a

priori and independent of context defines a phenomenon, whether it is an acting entity or

a resulting event (Jackson/Nexon 1999). Neither have absolute, timeless characteristics

3
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but receive their meaning in relation to each other. In the words of Abbott (1996: 857),

when interested in social dynamics and change, “[w]e should not look for boundaries of

things but for things of boundaries”. Applied to our subject at hand, the agency and

identity of the UN is relationally enacted and contested at the same time. In fact, the

organization itself, whether referred to in its first, second, or third image, can “be seen

as a gigantic river of innumerable stories about itself and its components, which are mu-

tually reinforcing, partially overlapping, incompatible, or incommensurate, continuously

told, retold, modified, rejected or forgotten” (Suganami 1999: 379). In their performative

dimension, these stories determine agency as we incorporate them into our understanding

of the organization and its decision-making. Reference to particular narratives over time

thus represents the situational determination of the indeterminate in the ongoing stream

of consciousness and unrelenting flow of disparate events and their perception (Ringmar

2016: 103-105).5

To further unpack the theoretical relationship between agency and identity and their

relational reproduction through narratives, it is useful to think of the later providing the

horizon or pool of socially appropriate interpretations and actions to choose from in a par-

ticular situation whereas the former represents the actual capacity to creatively choose

and translate this choice into specific action (Hofferberth/Weber 2015). In other words,

identity in its narrative dimension provides the intersubjective condition for meaningful

action by delineating in broad terms what is possible and compatible if the social interac-

tion is to be maintained. Agency in its narrative dimension on the other hand allows the

actor to further specify these options and choose between them by spelling out their pre-

cise meaning and consequences in a given situation. As such, while socially structured,

agency remains creative as it “involves defining that which is as yet undefined, rather

than simply making a different selection from a reservoir of situation components that

are either already defined or have no need of definition” (Joas 1996: 133). Identity on the

other hand “refers to the intrinsic, self-organizing qualities that constitute actor individ-

uality” and, for collective organizations, include “their constituent individuals, physical

resources, and the shared beliefs and institutions in virtue of which individuals function

as a ‘we’” (Wendt 1994: 385).

Taken together, projecting one’s identity and agency through narratives becomes an

indispensable precondition to act in the first place and we should in particular assume

collective entities to be heavily vested in it. However, this realigning of narratives and

5 See Shalin (1986) for a more explicit grounding of this perspective and its connections to William
James, John Dewey, and George H. Mead in American Pragmatism and Social Interactionism.
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the reinforcement of agency and identity is not driven by instrumental rationality in the

attempt to maximize one’s influence. Rather, we as individuals as well as representa-

tives of collective entities use narratives about ourselves and the organizations we are

engaged in to make sense of our world, our organizational commitment, and the role we

play within, offer distinction to others, as well as thereby create and maintain agency

(Somers/Gibson 1994: 71-7). In other words, while being rhetorical, narratives are not

‘cheap talk’. Rather, whether strategically crafted or not, they provide meaning and

guidance both internally and externally. In fact, particular with one’s audience in mind,

publicly shared narratives, once carefully reconstructed, reflect “indispensable indepen-

dent source of information about the range and robustness of the constraints [the actor]

faced” and how the organization made sense of those and responded to them (Sabel/Zeitlin

1997: 15).

Against this background, the UN’s dilemma of consisting of and ultimately depending

on sovereign member states while intended to transcend such thinking becomes part of a

narrative plot in which different parts of the organization advances different narratives and

thus reproduce the confusion surrounding the agency’s agency. Such confusion, though,

is important, because it reflects the different assumptions and interpretations of making

sense of the UN which are likely to conflict with each other (Weick 1995). We can thus

imagine the UN and it different parts engaged in narrative contestation to constitute its

own agency and identity in different images. We discuss this as ‘projecting’ since we

want to emphasize the attempt thereof and not make successful resonance the criteria

for considering narratives. In other words, narratives might be crafted, advanced, and

yet not picked up for different reasons. More likely, while sharing core meanings and

organizational beliefs, individual projection advance different understandings of what the

UN is and what they can do. These can remain unrelated to others and even exist in

parallel as long as they do not directly clash and challenge each other. In their overall

picture, though, these projections in their interplay between agency and identity allow

involved individuals to decide and thus provide collective action on behalf of the UN

(Boden 1994; Brunsson 1989).

Arguably, with its restriction to initially 140 and now 280 characters, the option to

embed further content, and the extensive use of hashtags, Twitter as micro-blogging in

particular lends itself to the realm of projecting agency and identity (Seib 2012). More

specifically, in particular due to their immediacy and brevity, tweets have become “com-

mon means of sharing opinions and updates for individuals as well as for business, gov-

ernments and nongovernmental organizations” in the realm of world politics and beyond
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(Denskus/Esser 2013: 405). Drawing explicitly on Erving Goffmann and his interaction-

ist approach, which obviously represents the anti-foundational, non-essentialist tradition

outlined above, Murthy (2012: 1062-3) emphasizes the effects of self-presentation and

self-affirmation that come with tweeting:

“Though it is easy to view tweets merely as a crude mode of communication, doing so
misses the impact tweets have on one‘s [formation of the self]. For active users of Twitter,
posting tweets is part of their identity maintenance and the constancy of active Twitter users
confirms this relationship or, as a Cartesian aphorism: I tweet, therefore I am.”(Murthy
2012: 1063)

As “IR scholars are increasingly recognizing the importance of social media in world poli-

tics” (Duncombe 2017: 549) – an intuition easily confirmed by anecdotally browsing ISA

programs – Twitter has been studied, among other work, in the context of diplomacy

(Duncombe 2017; Seid 2012), individual state representation (Barbera/Zeitzoff 2017),

the Arab Spring (Howard/Hussain 2011), and in light of particular global events (Den-

skus/Esser 2013). In addition to these broader claims how Twitter is impacting the realm

of diplomacy, it is in particular the inward-looking perspective and the narrative dynam-

ics tweeting provides internally for an organization that we are interested here. What

narratives can we find within the UN twittersphere and how do they advance collective

agency and identity? More specifically, what kind of content and UN images are being

advanced and thus validated in the tweeting of different parts of the organization? What

does this tell us about the UN as such? Before further discussing these questions, the

next section first outlines the methodology used to collect and interpret its tweets.

Studying & Mapping the UN Twittersphere

As with any social phenomenon, and in this case even more so since it is virtual, studying

the UN twittersphere means finding proxies and breaking it down into something tangible

to work with. On a first level of engagement, we thus had to decide who is involved

in tweeting the UN. Obviously, this includes the official handles such as, among others,

@UN, @UNPeacekeeping, @UNDPA (Department of Political Action) as well as those of

the General Assembly and ECOSOC presidents (@UN_PGA and @UNECOSOC). Rep-

resenting the second UN image, these tweets, arguably, are institutional in the sense that

they primarily reflect the collective organization. In other words, these handles speak on

behalf of the UN and/or their respective UN agency as they relate to the overall orga-

nization in an official capacity. At the same time, we can think of exposed individuals

in the UN such as the directors and administrators of these programs directly serving

6
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Table 1: Mapping the UN Twittersphere – Twitter Handle Ideal Types

Institutional Individual

For The UN
@UN /

@UNPeacekeeping
@antonioguterres /

@jayathmadw

Towards The UN
@AfghanmissionUN /

@USUN
@MahmoudSaikal /

@nikkihaley

the UN. This list includes, among others, the Secretary-General (@antonioguterres) and

the Deputy Secretary-General (@AminaJMohammed) but also Nancy Groves as UN So-

cial Media Team Leader, Phumzile Mlambo as Executive Director of UN Women, and

Jayathma Wickramanay as UN Youth Envoy.

Obviously the distinction between institutional and individual is gradual. For exam-

ple, a strong ECOSOC President could represent his own individual views more so than

a weak Executive Director of any UN agency. As a rule of thumb to distinguish between

institutional and individual handles, though, we used the simple proxy of whether or not

an identifiable individual was in charge of a handle (i.e. whether the handle featured an

individual‘s name or not) since we assumed that this would allow them to fill their pres-

ence in different ways and potentially offer more controversial content. In other words,

due to the annual rotation of @UN_PGA and @UNECOSOC, we assume the respective

office holder to be more inclusive and considerate in his or her tweeting compared to those

of elected officials serving a longer (and potentially more independent) tenure.6

In addition to institutional and individual, the second dimension structuring the UN

twittersphere distinguishes between those working at and for the UN in contrast to those

who work towards the UN. In other words, going back to the UN’s first image, this

frame in its second dimension reflects individual nation states and their representatives.

Given the intergovernmental nature of the UN, any social media representation of the

organization would simply be incomplete without those speaking and acting in the UN

on behalf of their respective government. Following the same distinction between insti-

tutional/individual, we can think of handles representing permanent state missions to

the UN such as @AfghanmissionUN or @USUN as well as those handles of individuals

leading these missions. For example, as the Afghan ambassador serving as Permanent

6 This distinction is not unlike what we have seen as the dynamics between @POTUS and @realDon-
aldTrump with the institutional account featuring 22.5 million followers and the individual handle
sitting at almost 49 million followers.
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Representative to the UN, Mahmoud Saikal‘s handle arguably reflects a more individual

perspective on the UN. The same can be said for @nikkihaley who obviously follows for-

eign service protocols but also has a more independent voice within and towards the UN

than the US State Department. In other words, these handles are confined by proper

protocol and ties to their respective administration. At the same time, though, we expect

them to be more outspoken and direct about controversial issues as they engage in the

organization‘s projection of identity and agency in their own ways as individuals.

In practical terms, we used the Google add-on Twitter Archiver to collect tweets from

all these accounts. This tool allows you to collect and archive tweets in real-time, even if

they are deleted by the respective user at a later point in time. Since we had to confirm the

respective handles and their users, we were only able to set up searches for all handles in

mid-October last year. It proved particularly difficult to verify the individual ambassadors

and, with some surprise and qualifying the notion that more and more administrations

and world leaders adopt social media (Barbera/Zeitzoff 2017), we had to conclude that

only 99 out of 193 permanent missions and only 75 out of 193 ambassadors use Twitter.7

In terms of total data size, this still left us with almost 30,000 tweets from the different

UN handles (both institutional and individual) as well as a stunning 68,000 tweets from

member states and their ambassadors. We hope to expand this already rather large data

set which continues to grow every day eventually to include all tweets from all handles for

the 72nd session which opened on September 12th 2017 by using the Library of Congress

archives which were created after Twitter‘s decision to donate their archives to the public

(Denskus/Esser 2013: 411).

In order for us to make sense of this large amount of data, we decided to follow a

qualitative content analysis approach. In this light, the tweets collected were considered as

“artefacts of social communication” which, taken together, reflect the identity and agency

of the UN as a whole (Berg/Lune 2012: 353). More specifically, we were able to identify

pattern in the projection of the UN from different actors (and eventually over time, as

well). As such, we were particularly interested in the nature, direction, and content of

tweets as well as the UN image they convey. In addition, we coded whether the tweets

included media and whether they marked an original tweet or a retweet. The initial coding

7 Please see the appendix for a complete overview of all Twitter handles followed so far. We plan to
revisit the missing missions and ambassadors periodically to see whether they have been added in the
meantime. Interestingly, there is no obvious pattern why a member state creates its own handles.
While it seems to some extent a function of size and potential funding (i.e. a lot of ‘smaller states’ do
not have a social media present), in other instances other dynamics might be at play. For example,
the Chinese ambassador to the UN Liu Jieyi does not have an account.
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frame for these dimensions was devised based on an inductive reading of a smaller sample

of tweets from different handles representing all four ideal types displayed in Table 1. The

frame was further refined and expanded after applying it to a larger amount of tweets in a

second round of testing and coding. As such, while pursuing a larger theoretical interest,

the overall frame was data-driven and generated through multiple iterations (i.e. pilot

phases) between data and theory (Schreier 2012: 146-66).

Breaking down the individual categories as indicated in Table 2, we coded the nature

of tweets based on whether they represented a discussion statement (whether general or

in light of a current UN debate), a consensus statement, an immediate call for action, an

event announcement or recognition / reference towards the UN. Obviously, to determine

whether a tweet represented a discussion statement or a consensus statement was the

hardest challenge. In order for us to code in this regard, we relied on what has been

agreed upon in the UN in the past and, in its current statement, represented thus just a

reiteration of what had been stated before. Instances of explicitly referencing prior UN

decisions to advance an argument, for example, represented consensual statements. On

the other hand, statements on unresolved issues as well as controversial arguments were

coded as discussion statements (e.g. statements on particular topics discussed during

the current session).8 As to tweet direction, this category reflects the intended audience.

As such, we distinguished whether a tweet was directed towards the UN, towards its

member states, towards other international organizations, or towards global society as

such (including civil society and NGOs). Given the shortness of each tweets, we only

allowed for one dimension to apply for each category (i.e. a tweet either represents (more

of) a discussion statement than an announcement and is directed (more) towards member

states than civil society). For both categories, however, we also added a residual code

that would include any tweets not fitting into our framework.

Moving on to content, we advanced a framework that reflects the larger commitments

of the UN as such simply because we expected tweets from and towards the UN to

speak to these. Obviously, this includes security which we broke down into conflict and

war on the one hand (both inter-, intra- and transnational, thus including references to

terrorism) and issues of arms proliferation and control on the other hand. We further

divided economic themes into welfare (meaning continuous improvement in developed

contexts) and development (including UN‘s larger commitment to raising living standards

8 For example, the tweet that in absolute terms stated that torture during interrogations is illegal,
immoral and ineffective was coded as a discussion statement since not all member states (including
the US under the current administration) seem to not support this position.
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Table 2: Coding Frame – Categories & Dimensions

Categories Dimensions

Nature of Tweets

Discussion Statement
Consensus Statement

Call for Action
Event Announcement

Recognition / Reference

Direction of Tweets

Towards the UN
Towards Member States

Towards other Organizations
Towards Global Society

Content of Tweets

Security I – Conflict / War
Security II – Arms Dynamics

Economy I – Welfare
Economy II – Development

Human Rights
Environment

Health
Gender

Migration
Education
Culture

UN itself

UN Image in Tweets

UN-Affirmative
Neutral / Balanced

UN-Critical
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globally). Furthermore, we included the dimensions of human rights, environment, health,

gender, migration, education, culture and the UN itself (if addressed explicitly). With

these fine-grained frames, we hoped to capture and reflect debates and thematic shifts

between different handles. Different to nature and direction, in terms of content we found

that many tweets spoke to more than one topic at the same time. More specifically, we

found that quite a few tweets combined different dimensions of content (such as arguing

for development through gender equality). Hence, we allowed for double-coding in this

category.9

As to the fourth and final category, we considered the overall image of the UN con-

veyed in each tweet. To some extent, we understood this to be a function of the other

three categories and their respective dimensions. For example, a discussion statement

towards the UN could potentially call out the organization for its lack of transparency

and hence represent a UN-critical perspective overall. At the same time, this category

was the most implicit one, meaning that not every tweet really conveyed an UN image.

Methodologically, just as with the other categories, we thus developed a list of keywords

that was intended to capture whether a tweet is affirmative, neutral or critical. Obvi-

ously, affirmative tweets includes appreciations and rhetorical efforts to strengthen the

UN whereas the latter includes challenges, denials, and explicit reservations whether the

UN can serve in its capacity or not. Following the prior theoretical discussion, we argue

that those tweets which convey a positive UN image ultimately contribute to reproducing

and expanding the organization’s agency whereas those who criticize it, at least over an

extended duration of time, weaken the likelihood for autonomous action. In many in-

stances, however, the tweets appeared neutral in their UN image and thus call for further

interpretation as well as a more nuanced coding scheme for this dimension.10

First Insights from the Coding

Due to time constraints, the coding frame outlined so far has only been applied to selected

handles. More specifically, representing institutional handles in the UN, we have coded

approximately 10% of all tweets from @UN, @UNPGA, and @UNECOSOC. These reflect

the three primary organs in the UN and thus represent both the first face of the UN

member states as well as the second face of the UN itself. The institutional handles were

9 Arguably, the choice to connect certain topics and their particular combinations reveal a deeper logic
behind engaging with these topics. Hence, we intend to look into which topics are frequently related.

10 For a theoretical discussion on agency in global governance see Hofferberth (forthcoming).
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(a) Nature of @UN Tweets (b) Direction of @UN Tweets

Figure 2: Nature and Direction of @UN Tweets (Tweets Coded: 197 [7.8%])

expanded by considering the individual accounts of @antonioguterres as Secretary-General

and @AminaJMohammed as Deputy Secretary-General. Reflecting most of the current

72nd session, we collected tweets for these handles between mid-October 2017 and March

26th. As such, we understand our sampling as a snapshot and our results as preliminary.

In fact, certain events throughout the period covered such as the World Wildlife Day on

March 3rd or International Women‘s Day on March 8th created certain biases since we

find multiple tweets on these days covering either the environment or gender. However,

the fact that these days are communicated through Twitter represent data for us as well

and hence some first insights are listed below.

Given that it features by far the most tweets and represents the single official handle of

the organization, @UN deserves some attention. Looking into the nature and direction of

its tweets, we see a mixed distribution with the emphasis on consensus statements directed

towards global society and the UN. In some way, this represents a certain self-referential

perspective in which Twitter is used to inform others about the UN. If anything, @UN

appears educational rather than political. In terms of content, we see the handle reflecting

the global approach of the UN as it addresses almost all of our dimensions. Interestingly

though, there is little on traditional topics such as arms dynamics and welfare but more

on development, gender, human rights, and the environment. Arguably, this list reflects

the ‘feel-good’ topics, traditionally considered as ‘soft issues’, where a broad consensus

can be established more easily. This notion is echoed in the overall images conveyed in

this account. For the most part, these images are neutral. In fact, it seems that identity

and agency is created by presenting an objective account rather than a biased perspective.
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(a) Content of @UN Tweets (b) UN Image in @UN Tweets

Figure 3: Content and UN Image of @UN Tweets (Tweets Coded: 197 [7.8%])

One should emphasize though that overall the image is rather affirmative and there is no

skepticism or critical voice expressed in the tweets of @UN.

Despite the fact that we only coded 197 of the total 2,551 tweets from this handle so

far (and thus did not quite meet our 10% sample size goal), we conclude in preliminary

fashion that the official UN Twitter handle projects an organization responsible for all

topics, owing its allegiance to a global society rather than particular national interests.

Its agency is thereby sustained through broad consensus rather than controversial de-

bate. At the same time, the image conveyed strives to represent an objective account

of the UN. Instead of appearing partisan or biased and thereby potentially hurting its

credibility, it seems that neutrality rather than having a strong opinion is the preferred

choice of communication for the UN, at least via its official Twitter account. It never-

theless appears quite obvious that there is some deliberative if not strategic moment to

project the strength and importance of the UN since the tweets overall seem to be quite

instrumentally subjected to that purpose.

The sentiment of sharing information and presenting topics in non-controversial ways

as a major communication strategy is echoed in @UNPGA and @UNECOSOC. In fact,

almost in self-motivational fashion giving kudos to its member states and staff members,

most tweets from the President of the UN General Assembly are directed towards the UN

and include recognition or at least reference to the organization. Non-surprisingly, these

tweets include all topics as well and there is also no criticism conveyed and the UN is

portrayed in rather positive terms. If anything, the fact that development and migration

are the two major themes communicated through this handle again shows a reluctance

to engage with ‘hard issues’ as the tweets shift from security to economic issues. For

example, migration for the most part is tweeted in its implication in economic terms
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and we see these two topics appearing frequently together without reference to security.

Other than that, we also see the President of the UN General Assembly communicating

a strong need to strengthen the role of his organ as he sent out multiple tweets relating

the GA to the other primary organs within the UN as well as its member states. This

need is communicated through a heavy use of images, recognizing meetings between the

GA President and other agencies within and beyond the UN to indicate its independent

agency.11

Tweets from @UNECOSOC seem to be somewhat different than the other handles.

For one, the vast majority (72%) address development issues. More importantly, this is

done through not only restating consensus but by issuing calls for action and engaging

in controversial debate. Obviously, this has consequences for the UN images conveyed.

For one, @UNECOSOC seems to be more willing to include shortcomings and in some

instances even failures of the UN when it comes to development. For another, @UN-

ECOSOC more openly criticized the UN as such since it advanced tweets which indicated

that the UN system is not where it should be. Whether this is due to the personal-

ity of Her Excellency Marie Chatardová who currently serves as president or whether it

comes with the institutional role that ECOSOC plays within the UN and the history and

institutional culture it developed over the decades remains subject to further research

and comparison between different presidents from different sessions. For the time being,

@UNECOSOC at least seem to be somewhat more inclusive and open to advance criti-

cism instead of presenting a streamlined account of what the UN is and what it does – in

other words, compared to the other institutional accounts, ECOSOC represents the most

critical projection of the UN.12

Moving on to the two individual handles in the UN coded so far, tweets from the

Secretary-General and his Deputy Secretary-General to some extent follow similar pat-

terns as to what we saw for @UN and @UNPGA yet also differ in important aspects.13

Both address global society more frequently than the UN itself or its member states. Also,

11 For detailed results for @UNPGA, please refer to Figure 8 and Figure 9 in the appendix. As to the last
point, it should be said that 96% of all @UNPGA tweets feature an image. This and other thoughts
on ‘styles of tweeting’ will be picked up in the concluding section.

12 For detailed results for @UNECOSOC, please refer to Figure 10 and Figure 11 in the appendix.
13 On a side note on how social media might reflect organizational hierarchies, looking into @anto-

nioguterres and @AminaJMohammed in terms of whether they share original tweets or retweet, it
is noteworthy that the Secretary-General only has original tweets whereas almost two-thirds of the
tweets from his Deputy Secretary-General come us retweets. We coded them nevertheless since they
seem to represent an individual selection of what Amina Mohammed thinks as relevant since she
retweets selectively.
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(a) Direction of @antonioguterres Tweets (b) Direction of @AminaJMohammed Tweets

Figure 4: Direction of @antonioguterres & @AminaJMohammed Tweets (Tweets Coded:
51 [13.25%])

(a) UN Image in @antonioguterres Tweets (b) UN Image in @AminaJMohammed Tweets

Figure 5: UN Image in @antonioguterres & @AminaJMohammed Tweets (Tweets
Coded: 51 [13.25%])

the image that they convey in their tweets is for the most part balanced and neutral with

a few exceptions of positive recognition. In other words, there is again no critical com-

ments on the UN shared in either account. Rather, they remain silent on such issues and

decide to tweet either what is obvious or what the organization might achieve potentially.

Even if contentious issues are addressed, Antonio Guterres in particular seem to maintain

diplomatic conduct and play the role as chief diplomat at almost all times, trying to bring

the different member states together rather than divide them.

Whereas direction and UN image of the tweets between the two individual handles

coded so far appear to follow the same logic of assuming global responsibility and pre-

senting the UN as a potentially strong organization in this regard, the tweeting habits

of Antonio Guterres and his Deputy Secretary-General differ when it comes to content
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(a) Content of @antonioguterres Tweets (b) Content of @AminaJMohammed Tweets

Figure 6: Content of @antonioguterres & @AminaJMohammed Tweets (Tweets Coded:
51 [13.25%])

and nature of their tweets. In terms of content, we see the Secretary-General as a gen-

eralist addressing all topics rather equally. If anything, traditional security issues of war

and peace are more often tweeted by Antonio Guterres compared to the other handles.

Overall, he seemed to be more likely to directly address conflict and violence as he tweets

about Sudan, Somalia, and Myanmar as well as child soldiers and terrorism.14 At the

same time, though, he frequently tweeted on issues of development, environment, and

gender. Amina Mohammed, on the other hand, committed almost half of her tweets to

the single issue of development. Whether this is due to the instrumental role she played in

bringing about the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, her academic position as

Adjunct Professor in Development Practice at Columbia University, or the fact that she

is from Nigeria, remains speculative. The fact that she covers development in her tweets

and combines it with gender at least suggest that both topics are close to heart for her.

Maybe more important in terms of identity and agency, the nature of the tweets from

the Secretary-General and the Deputy Secretary-General differ and reveal an interesting

pattern. While both handles convey positive images of the UN as such, Antonio Guterres

in his tweets seem to be a little more willing to engage in debate through the statements he

shares. Even more so, a significant amount of his tweets calls for action. In other words, he

assumes an active role in advocacy and, as he brings together the different member states,

hopes to unite them behind a strong UN. While maybe not succedding and thus for sure

nit immediately impacting the issues faced, the Secretary-General arguably creates space

for agency in this way and at least assumes the role of a global norm entrepreneur and

14 Note that the single event of the Mogadishu bombings on October 14th killing almost 600 people fell
into our selection period and thus potentially distorts the data somewhat.
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(a) Nature of @antonioguterres Tweets (b) Nature of @AminaJMohammed Tweets

Figure 7: Nature of @antonioguterres & @AminaJMohammed Tweets (Tweets Coded:
51 [13.25%])

diplomat leader rather than just serving as a secretary and and policy clerk (Chesterman

2007). That role, on the other hand, seems to fall to Amina Mohammed who is far more

likely to restate consensus and indicate agreement within and beyond the UN. Despite

the fact that she is focused on the rather contentious issue of development and champions

global (gender) equality, her tone overall is rather modest and full of recognition to what

the UN has achieved in the past. If anything, she concludes that further action must be

taken but the UN is well under way to get there. In other words, one can argue that the

Secretary-General tweets from a more confident position vis-à-vis member states than his

Deputy Secretary-General.

If you relate their respective calls for action, the direction of their tweets, and the

overall UN image that they present, it seems that the current Secretary-General, still

somewhat new in his position, has high hopes for the future of the UN. While maybe not

pursuing those against the will of its member states, he seems to be willing to carve out

an active role of the organization for the future. In particular, due to the frustration of

intergovernmental politics failing in the past and present (e.g. the frustration he carefully

expresses in light of Syria and the lack of consensus in the Security Council), certain tweets

seem to suggest that he might continue opening the UN to non-state actors. Obviously,

not everybody equally agrees with this strategy but the idea of partnerships and networks

and thus improving global governance through the inclusion of different actors strongly

resonates in his tweets and the hopes for a potentially bright UN future that he conveys

(Nelson 2002). In other words, he seem to be following the same integrative trajectory of

inviting and including non-state actors into the UN and thereby strengthening the third

UN image. This and other implications will be discussed in the concluding section.
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Preliminary Conclusion: Patterns & Further Research

Advancing both an abstract theoretical argument as well as initial data to illustrate its

claims empirically, the paper contents that the identity and agency of the UN remains

contested. More specifically, it is socially produced and sustained over time rather than

fixed. This argument was extended by arguing that the enactment of identity and agency

in 2018 also occurs through social media and no longer just relies on symbolic representa-

tions in New York or elsewhere. In fact, the many tweets sent out as well as the multitude

of UN followers on Twitter indicate that the ‘world stage that makes its subjects’ has gone

virtual (Ringmar 2016). All of this indicates that social media in general and Twitter in

particular is more than just a ‘microphone for the masses’ but rather features the po-

tential to serve an important role in the making and unmaking of organizations such as

the UN and many others. Confined to its few characters and tailored towards spreading

information instantaneously along one’s networks, Twitter in fact revolutionized political

communication just as much as prior interventions such as the telegraph, the telephone,

or email had in the past. It thus deserves the attention of scholars interested in the UN

and other international organizations (Murthy 2011).

We content that it is particularly worthwhile to understand how institutions and

individuals within as well as towards the UN use Twitter and represent this organization

in social media. Given the sheer size of available data which we only began to code, our

results remain preliminary and really just present a snapshot of the UN twittersphere.

Furthermore, we have not followed up on all avenues and interesting items in the material

interpreted so far. However, a few observations can be made just as some qualifications

are in order. In terms of the latter, we have to admit that not only the limit size of coded

material but also the fact that intercoder reliability has not been established yet restrict

the paper as it stands. Having established a rather solid coding frame that seems to be

able to capture what is going on in the material, in the next step we hope to develop

a more rigorous coding scheme featuring keywords. This would allow us to recruit and

train more team members as well as accelerate the actual coding to cover more material

and maybe even ensure that all tweets are getting coded at least twice. Even more so, we

need to include handles from those tweeting towards the UN since this is probably were

the critical voices and challenges to the official UN narratives come from. We also hope to

be able to go beyond a simple content analysis eventually and follow up on certain tweets

in more interpretive fashion. Arguably, meaning is more contested and the choice and
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combination of individual words in tweets calls for more detailed unpacking as suggested

in the textual method of sequence analysis (Maiwald 2005; Franke/Weber 2012).

With this said and the paper qualified, a few observations deserve more attention.

First, while the realm of social media and communication via Twitter seems to be less

organized, there seems to be a significant pull from the institution itself to mainstream

the twitter handles speaking for the UN. The fact that neither the institutional nor the

individual handles represented open criticism is quite revealing here. Obviously, we expect

to find more of these once we include tweets towards the UN. However, as it stands, Twitter

is not so much considered as a tool of engagement and discussion throughout the official

UN accounts as it is for validation and recognition of the organization itself. It remains to

be seen whether this can be interpreted as a sign of weakness or in the long run helps to

create and sustain independent agency. For now, it seems difficult to conclude one way or

the other since we did not address the effectiveness of tweeting yet. While some claim it

transforms the way diplomacy is conducted (Duncombe 2017), the initial results from our

mapping exercise so far seem to suggest a more passive role for UN tweets. Whether this

constitutes a new stage for UN diplomacy to play out with evetually more independent

UN agencies and a stronger second UN image remains to be seen.

Second, despite the fact that there seems to be a certain ‘twitterquette’ and a mode

of presenting the UN, the different handles use the medium in rather different ways. For

example, the amount of hashtags, images, and videos used in the tweets differ significantly.

Maybe even more important, the frequency of tweeting differs as captured by the total

tweets listed in Table 3 and Table 4 in the appedix. In particular, some newer agencies

such as UN Women seem to be significantly more active than the Department for Political

Affairs or even the International Court of Justice. In other words, the willingness to

embrace and use this new medium and thus the very understanding of its potential and

what it really is differs among the institutional and individual accounts of the UN, at least

in terms of how they use it. Compare for example the urge of @UNPGA to document every

single tweet with an image, almost as if to indicate that without a visualization the event

did not happen, with the sobriety of @antonioguterres and his rather terse tone (even in

relative terms to Twitter character limits). More so, the frequency in which hashtags are

used and also the fact that tweets continue to use those which did not resonate outside

the UN shows a rather limit understanding of Twitter among at least the senior staff

members which nevertheless feel compelled to use it at the same time.

Third, in organizational terms, the amount of retweeting and references between

the different handles might be used eventually to not just reveal hierarchies but also
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networks. Following the notion of social network analysis and infusing the notion of

power and power differences, an analysis of the virtual connections between UN agencies

on the one hand and different missions as well as their ambassadors on the other hand

promises important insights (McClurg/Young 2011). In particular, it can be mapped who

is engaged in exchange and diplomacy in particular through Twitter which could be related

and compared to what is going on in real-world terms. Ideally, this could be complemented

by an analysis on voting behavior to see whether social media connections indeed influence

the outcome of the UN. In other words, can social media create trust and affinity between

member states that otherwise might not exist, in particular if UN discussions are echoed in

broader social media of governments and state secretaries (Duncombe 2017)? If anything,

we do not have the answers to this yet but after initially mapping the UN twittersphere

conclude that scholars interested in the UN should reconcile these dynamics and that there

is good reason to assume that they matter for the images and understandings we have of

international organizations. Obviously, Twitter alone will save no succeeding generation

from the scourge of war. The matter of the fact that they are more likely to tweet about

this, though, and thus the recognition of this new form of communication and how the

organization struggles to adapt to it might prove to help us understand it better in the

long run.
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Table 3: Institutional Handles for the UN

UN Agency Twitter Handle
Total Tweets

Since October

United Nations @UN 2,551

UN General Assembly President @UN_PGA 476

UN ECOSOC President @UNECOSOC 64

UNICEF @UNICEF 2,074

UNESCO @UNESCO 1,529

UN Human Rights @UNHumanRights 942

UN Refugee Agency @Refugees 4,066

UN High Commissioner for Refugees @RefugeesChief 225

UN Peacekeeping @UNPeacekeeping 880

World Health Organization @WHO 3,381

UN Development Program @UNDP 1,315

UN Environmental Program @UNEP 890

World Food Program @WFP 756

UN Women @UN_Women 2,301

UN Geneva @UNGeneva 1,696

International Court of Justice @CIJ_ICJ 100

UN Office for Disarmament Affairs @UN_Disarmament 87

UN Political Affairs @UN_DPA 351

UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs

@UNOCHA 1,504

Office of UNSG Envoy on Youth @UNYouthEnvoy 803

UN Spokesperson @UN_Spokesperson 522

UN Non-Governental Laison Service @unngls 129
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Table 4: Individual Handles for the UN

UN Individuals Twitter Handle Title
Total Tweets

Since October

Antonio Guterres @antonioguterres UN Secretary-General 147

Amina J. Mohammed @AminaJMohammed
UN Deputy Secretary

General
238

Phumzile Mlambo @phumzileunwomen
Executive Director of

UN Women
606

Audrey Azoulay @AAzoulay
UNESCO Director

General
149

Tedros Adhanom @DrTedros
Director General

WHO
2,006

Achim Steiner @ASteiner
Administrator of

UNDP
174

Erik Solheim @ErikSolheim
UN Environment

Executive Director
n/a

David Beasley @WFPChief
Executive Director of

WFP
139

Nancy Groves @Nancy_Groves
UN Social Media

Team Leader
1,480

Jean Pierre Lacroix @Lacroix_UN
UN Peacekeeping
Under Secretary

General
220

Michael Moller @UNOG_DG
Director-General of

UN Geneva
430

Jayathma
Wickramanay

@jayathmadw UN Youth Envoy 246
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Table 5: Institutional Handles towards the UN

Member State Twitter Handle
Total Tweets

Since October

Afghanistan @AfghanMissionUN 188

Albania @AlMissionUN 366

Andorra @ANDORRA_UN 47

Antigua and Barbuda @ABNYOffice

Argentina @ArgentinaUN 72

Armenia @UNArmenia 4

Australia @AustraliaUN_GVA 31

Austria @AustriaUN 240

Azerbaijan @AzMissionUNHQ n/a

Bahrain @BahrainMsnNy 8

Barbados @pmbdny 5

Belarus @BelarusUNNY 176

Belgium @BelgiumUN 750

Belize @BelizeMissionUN n/a

Bolivia @Bolivia_ONU 631

Brazil @Brazil_UN_NY 213

Canada @CanadaUN 640

Chile @ChileONU 296

China @Chinamission2un 110

Colombia @ColombiaONU 881

Cote d‘Ivoire @CotedIvoire_UN 0

Cuba @CUBAONU 3,666

Cyprus @CyprusUN 109

Czech Republic @CzechUNNY 43

Denmark @Denmark_UN 410

Ecuador @MisionEcuONUNY 34
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El Salvador @ElSalvadorUN 17

Eritrea @Eritrea_UN 25

Estonia @EstoniaUN 92

Ethiopia @Ethiopia_UN 90

Finland @FinlandUN 403

France @FranceONUVienne 187

Georgia @GeorgiaUN 340

Germany @GermanyUN 598

Greece @GRUN_NY 6

Grenada @GrenadaUN 6

Guatemala @GuatemalaONU 94

Honduras @hondurasonu 1

Iceland @IcelandUN 240

India @IndiaUNNewYork 266

Indonesia @indonesiaunny 1,285

Israel @IsraelinUN 124

Italy @ItalyUN_NY 1,099

Japan @JapanMissionUN 575

Jordan @JordanUN_NY 267

Kenya @KenyaMissionUN 122

Kuwait @KuwaitMissionUN 935

Kyrgyzstan @KyrgyzMissionUN 50

Latvia @LatviaUN_NY 170

Lebanon @LebanonUN 83

Libya @UNLibyan 7

Liechtenstein @LiechtensteinUN 358

Lithuania @LithuaniaUNNY 185

Luxembourg @LuxembourgUN 50

Malaysia @MYNewYorkUN1 390

Maldives @MVPMNY 883
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Marshall Islands @RMIMission 161

Mexico @MexOnu 2,110

Monaco @Monaco_ONU 50

Mongolia @nymongolia 1

Netherlands @NLatUN 580

New Zealand @NZUN 125

Norway @NorwayUN 717

Oman @oman_un 342

Pakistan @PakistanUN_NY 892

Panama @Panama_UN 282

Paraguay @paraguayonuny 338

Peru @PeruEnLaONU 58

Poland @PLinUN 250

Qatar @QatarAtUN 496

Republic of Korea @ROK_Mission 162

Romania @RomaniaUN_NY 208

Russian Federation @RussiaUN 701

Rwanda @RwandaUN 187

Saudi Arabia @ksamissionun 688

Sierra Leone @SLUNMission 0

Singapore @SingaporeUN 0

Slovenia @SLOtoUN 91

Somalia @SomalimissionNY 556

South Africa @SAMissionNY 5

Spain @SpainUN 347

Sri Lanka @SLUNNewYork 161

Sweden @SwedenUN 2,353

Switzerland @swiss_un 376

Tajikistan @TajikistanUN n/a

Thailand @ThailandUN 91
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Trinidad and Tobago @Trinbago_UN 0

Turkey @Turkey_UN 498

Uganda @UgandaMissionNY 11

Ukraine @UKRinUN 913

United Arab Emirates @UAEMissionToUN 1,503

United Kingdom @UKUN_NewYork 1,334

United States of America @USUN 294

Venezuela @venezuela_un 3,548

Yemen @YemenMissionNY 172

Zambia @ZambiaUN 5
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Table 6: Individual Handles towards the UN

Individual Member State Twitter Handle
Total Tweets

Since October

Mahmoud Saikal Afghanistan @MahmoudSaikal 282

Besiana Kadare Albania @besiana_kadare 217

Sabri Boukadoum Algeria @BoukadoumSabri 0

Elisenda Vives Balmana Andorra @vives_elisenda 32

Walton Alfonso Webson Antigua and Barbuda @AubreyWebsonUN 0

Zohrab Mnatsakanyan Armenia @ZMnatsakanyan 0

Gillian Elizabeth Bird Australia @AustraliaUN n/a

Yashar T. Aliyev Azerbaijan @aliyev_yashar n/a

Doma Tshering Bhutan @DomaTshering 44

Sacha Sergio Llorentty Soliz Bolivia @SachaLlorenti 480

Albert Shingiro Burundi @AShingiro 138

Marc-Andre Blanchard Canada @blanchardCanada 3

Cristian Barros Melet Chile @cristianbarrosm 18

Maria Emma MejÃa Velez Colombia @ColombiaONU 742

Raymond Serge Bale Congo @RSBALE n/a

Juan Carlos Mendoza Garcia Costa Rica @jcmendozagarcia 86

Ib Petersen Denmark @ibpete03 12427
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Mohamed Siad Doualeh Djibouti @AmbDoualeh 38

Tekeda Alemu Ethiopia @AlemuZtekeda 0

Luke Daunivalu Fiji @LukeDaunivalu 32

Kai Jùrgen Mikael Sauer Finland @sauerka 180

FranÃ§ois Delattre France @FDelattre 0

Mamadou Tangara Gambia @AmbTangara 0

Kaha Imnadze Georgia @kahaimnadze 887

Martha Ama Akyaa Pobee Ghana @pobee_martha 54

Katalin Annamaria Bogyay Hungary @KatalinBogyay 85

Einar Gunnarsson Iceland @einar_gunn 4

Syed Akbaruddin India @AkbaruddinIndia 22

Mohammed Hussain Bahr Aluloom Iraq @IraqiAmbassador 0

Geraldine Byrne Nason Ireland @GBNason 0

Danny Danon Israel @dannydanon 36

Sebastiano Cardi Italy @sebastianocardi 228

Courtenay Rattray Jamaica @courtenayrat n/a

Sima Sami Bahous Jordan @SimaBahous 15

Kairat Umarov Kazakhstan @ambumarov 0

Macharia Kamau Kenya @AmbMKamau 602

Janis Mazeiks Latvia @JanisMazeiks 58

Nawaf Salam Lebanon @nawafasalam 105
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Lewis G. Brown Liberia @LGBrownII n/a

Audra Plepyte Lithuania @AudraPlepyte 210

Ali Naseer Mohamed Maldives @AlinyMohamed 249

Juan Jose Gomez Camacho Mexico @JJGomezCamacho 1,372

Neville Melvin Gertze Namibia @Chelsville 26

Durga Prasad Bhattarai Nepal @DurgaPrabhat 17

Karel van Oosterom Netherlands @KvanOosterom 1,714

Tore Hattrem Norway @AmbHattrem 426

Maleeha Lodhi Pakistan @LodhiMaleeha 1,313

Ngedikes Olai Uludong Palau @nuludong 43

Laura E. Flores Panama @FloresLauraE 115

Teodoro Lopez Locsin Philippines @teddyboylocsin 10,752

Boguslaw Winid Poland @mszwinid 19

Alya Ahmed Al Thani Qatar @AmbAlyaAlThani 548

Ion Jinga Romania @IonJinga 511

Nebenzia Vassily Alekseevich Russian Federation @NebenziaUN 0

Valentine Rugwabiza Rwanda @VRugwabiza 228

Abdallah al-Mouallimi Saudi Arabia @amouallimi 12

Adikalie Foday Sumah Sierra Leone @sumah60 0

Burhan Gafoor Singapore @BurhanGafoor 226

Michal Mlynar Slovakia @MichalMlynar 368
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Yusuf Garaad Somalia @MinisterMOFA 24

Henry Leonard Mac Donald Suriname @HMacdo8444 841

Olof Skoog Sweden @OlofBSkoog 68

Jurg Lauber Switzerland @jurglauber 117

Mahe Uli Uli Sandhurst Tupouniua Tonga @MaheTupouniua 8

Pennelope Beckles Trinidad and Tobago @pennybeckles 0

Mohamed Khaled Khiari Tunisia @khiari_khaled 331

Adonia Ayebare Uganda @adoniaayebare 137

Volodymyr Yelchenko Ukraine @YelchenkoUN 4,020

Matthew Rycroft United Kingdom @MatthewRycroft1 476

Modest J. Mero United Republic of Tanzania @mjmero 143

Nikki Haley United States of America @nikkihaley 345

Bakhtiyor Ibragimov Uzbekistan @Bakhtiy54068027 107

Rafael Ramirez Carreno Venezuela @RRamirezVE 358

Nguyen Phuong Nga Vietnam @phuongnga1963 10

Khaled Hussein Mohamed Alyemany Yemen @KhaledAlyemany 130
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(a) Nature of @UNPGA Tweets (b) Direction of @UNPGA Tweets

Figure 8: Nature and Direction of @UNPGA Tweets (Tweets Coded: 45 [9.5%])

(a) Content of @UNPGA Tweets (b) UN Image in @UNPGA Tweets

Figure 9: Content and UN Image of @UNPGA Tweets (Tweets Coded: 45 [9.5%])
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(a) Nature of @UNECOSOC Tweets (b) Direction of @UNECOSOC Tweets

Figure 10: Nature and Direction of @UNECOSOC Tweets (Tweets Coded: 46 [72%])

(a) Content of @UNECOSOC Tweets (b) UN Image in @UNECOSOC Tweets

Figure 11: Content and UN Image of @UNECOSOC Tweets (Tweets Coded: 46 [72%])
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